
Best use of Consumer Research

Objective:

As a research team in a news media company there are several stakeholders to serve. Whereas the research questions are very different depending on 

the stakeholder, they all serve one common goal: improve our products and services and lift the customer experience of our subscribers/readers.

In order to meet these objectives we have installed a complete roll-out of the Net Promoter Score program (NPS) at De Persgroep.

Where most companies only focus on the ‘relational’ NPS, we go the extra mile on the ‘transactional’ NPS – which is the most impactful according to us. 

The focus is not merely on the ‘number’ but on improving the customer experience. Through this method we are delivering value to multiple 

stakeholders at the same time. By value we mean actionable insights gained through ongoing consumer research. 

This is a solid case where consumer research is put into action on a daily basis across different departments of the company.

The goal is not about hitting targets but reassessing the whole consumer funnel – based upon consumer feedback – and lift the customer experience 

resulting in a happier customer with lower churn probability and a higher customer lifetime value.

Results:

The past 6 months we have reached out to 127.389 subscribers leading to 21.311 feedback forms of which 4.066 reached out to be contacted. Next to 

the requested follow-up, 2.250 dissatisfied subscribers have been contacted with a service call.

The learnings and required actions are shared within the marketing, customer service and newsroom team.

The majority of these improvements are made in the communication flow with our subscribers and focus on a better and transparent relationship with 

our customers, as it turned out there was a correlation between the information flow and satisfaction rate.
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Marketing Newsroom

Customer 

Service

What is my NPS score?

How can we drive satisfaction? 
Did they like our latest change to the weekend edition?

Which columnist scores best?

Did they start their subscription all right?

We are getting a lot of complaints over here…

An average day of a researcher 

in a newsmedia company
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How can we as a research team:

Service team

Newsroom

Marketing

Our reader

• Give input to these 3 stakeholders

• Using 1 research to connect all 3

• Through a customer centric approach

• Always on 24/7 
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We can create this through NPS

“This is nothing new…”

“OMG, NPS again?”

Relational NPS

Transactional NPS

No, we are not talking about the NPS score of your 

brand so you can compare it to other brands or 

sectors.

Yes, we are putting the consumer at the heart of our 

organization and let them review our processes 

through NPS measurement.
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The flow starts here

+277.0000 Subscribers

For these 4 brands we have about 

270K subscribers

Daily 

Fragment

Each subscriber is being 

contacted every 6 months

We send out fragments in order to 

have a equal distribution over time

Through a short survey we 

measure key information
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Ok surveyed, not what?

Past 6 Months

21.311 responses coming in

5.857 open ended feedback

4.066 reaching out for contact

60% is solved within 48H

So what?

127.389 contacted subscribers
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Marketing

Strategic value:

Understanding the drivers and barriers of customer satisfaction

Identify and prioritize areas which need to be optimized

Functional value:

An online dashboard with their KPIs such as NPS, evolutions, driver 

waterfall, coverage, workflow, user comments, …
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Strategic value:

Quickly identifying dissatisfied customers 

Reduce churn probability through service call

Functional value:

An automated mailbox which contains:

• Customers who have requested follow-up

• Customers with a low detractor score

A dashboard with the number of incoming cases per brand and the 

applied targets (f.e. % closed within 48h).

Ability to click through on the numbers until the customer profile fact 

sheet – this is also linked with their churn score which is important 

during the service call.

Service team
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Strategic value:

Break down walls between journalists and audience

Inspire through readers’ feedback

Functional value:

A continuous flow of customer feedback updated every couple 

of minutes.

Handy tool to monitor clients when making adaptations to the 

newspaper, magazine, website, app, … in terms of content, lay-

out and so on.

Not only in the mailbox but also available on monitors on the 

work floor.

Newsroom
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What’s next?

Use artificial intelligence to drill down on the open feedback

Inform the customer on the actions executed based on their feedback

Increase % closing-the-loop within 48h

Lift the response rate / engagement of our subscription base



Thank you!
Robin Lagrou, Consumer Insights Manager

+32 486 600 333

robin.lagrou@persgroep.be

be.linkedin.com/in/robinlagrou

http://be.linkedin.com/in/robinlagrou

